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Dritto & Rovescio series 


A series that deals with issues related to the growth path of children, family life and to the
relationship between peers. Each story or collection of stories is written in collaboration of
an expert, specialized in various fields.


Laura Bononi, author, she works as copywriter in an agency.  
 Pola is her debut story published by Stories Cucite. 
 
Alessandra Ferri, illustrator. She illustrated "Polignano a Mare
- A petit guide illustrée" and "Crifiù. Story of the man who
lived in the middle of the sea". She takes part in different
independent projects and group exhibitions on social issues.


Chiara Mancarella, clinical pedagogist, lecturer and blogger.
She writes about pedagogy for important italians publishers
and websites such as Mondadori. 
She has already published the novel  "But in the end... Who
cares!", and "Dear Parents wake up! Notes of a Clinical
Pedagogist".


Where do sisters come from? And why do they
sometimes decide to leave before they've even taken
their first steps in the world? When things don't make
sense to Silvia, she starts asking, but the answers aren't
always enough. So as soon as she discovers that she is
waiting for a sister, she begins to fantasize and idealize
her arrival at home, giving a personal interpretation   to
reality. When on a November morning something
tragically unexpected arrives - a meteorite, an
explosion - it bursts into her fantasies, confusing them.
She feels very small, but, thanks to the love of her
family, she also finds herself big for the first time.


This story deals with the theme of mourning from
children's point of view, giving voice to feelings
and imaginations of a 7-year-old girl who is facing the
pain of loss. 


The story is written by Laura Bononi in collaboration
with the clinical pedagogist Chiara Mancarella, and is
completed with her final text full of useful suggestions
for parents and children to encourage dialogue at
home.
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